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Summary

 HIGH LEVEL GROUP ON INNOVATION POLICY MANAGEMENT

 AN EUROPEAN ECOSYSTEM OF INNOVATION FOR GROWTH & 
COMPETITIVENESS

 TOWARDS AN EUROPEAN ECOSYSTEM OF INNOVATION: CURRENT SITUATION

 CHALLENGES AHEAD & RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE WAY FORWARD

 CONCLUSIONS AND  FOOD FOR THOUGHT
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HLG on Innovation Policy Management

 Independent, tripartite, temporary out-of-the-box policy-thinking Group launched by 
Polish Presidency of the Council of the EU

 Mandate: to develop political recommendations on how to innovate the EU’s innovation 
policies

 Report to the Formal and Informal Competitiveness Council, European Council & 
European Commission

 7 Key Recommendations: 

 Optimize the embryonic European innovation ecosystem

 Improve Policy coherence

 Reduce regulatory complexity and rigidity

 Eliminate obstacles and provide new funding to innovation

 Facilitate industrial cooperation and re-interpretation of competition law

 Take an encompassing and inclusive view of intellectual property

 Increase the innovation potential through user and consumer drive
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An European Ecosystem of Innovation for 
Growth & Competitiveness
 An ecosystem of innovation:

 Driven by economic, social cultural and political challenges (living system) 
 E b d  i ti  li i  d ti iti  i t   fl ibl  d i  ti l ti g d bli g  Embeds innovation policies and activities into a flexible, dynamic, stimulating and enabling 

environment
 Fosters intelligent interaction between stakeholders (companies, regions, governments, EU, external 

organizations) and knowledge-creation centers and organizations 

 Objective: create value for society, enhance quality of life of citizens and competitiveness 
of business

 “Five C’s”: Complexity, Cooperation, Competition, Competence, Communication

 Social and Market Demand-driven innovation

 Key abilities and activities: 
Cl  d i t t 

y
 Permanent strategic agility
 Scanning global context
 Scouting for opportunities
 Elevator between global and local

 From bureaucratic and procedural approach to strategic agility, flexible leadership and 
intergovernmental and stakeholder cooperation.

 Social acceptance of innovation & tolerance for risk and failure
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Clear and consistent 
leadership from the top 
through coaching and 
mentoring
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Towards an European Ecosystem of 
Innovation: current situation
 Main drivers to innovation: 

 Macro level:

 Institutional factors 

EU?
Systemic 
organizational  Institutional factors 

 Economic and financial factors

 Exogenous

 Micro-level: 

 Intellectual factors     

 Personality factors

 Current focus on procedures and control, not on outcome

 Problems of leaderships, incoherence of vision and purpose

organizational 
deficiencies

 Organizational fragmentation leads to barriers to innovation in Markets.

 Innovation developed in the EU is appropriated elsewhere due to a unfavourable 
framework conditions

 BUT: many elements and components of an Ecosystem of Innovation are already there, but 
not yet part of a coherent whole

 Recession and crisis cycle best time for era-defining innovations to emerge.
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Challenges ahead & recommendations 
on the way forward (1) 

 Governance innovation:

 EU  MS and Regional governments need to focus on stimulate the right frameworks for comprehensive innovation EU, MS and Regional governments need to focus on stimulate the right frameworks for comprehensive innovation

 New tools and regulatory concepts for new technologies 

 Policy coherence integrating entire value chains in each sector

 Highest political endorsement to innovation, competitiveness and growth (single market – single currency approach)

 Focus on outcome not on procedures

 Inter-operability of EU and Member States (and regions) 

 Policy harmonization without treaty change – innovation management

 Synchronization of processes, instruments, funding; information, approaches to impact assesmsnet, collaborative 
policy making

 Objective: optimize the value chain in each business sector in Europe

 Compatibility of innovation systems in Europe

 Different models and level of innovation systems 

 Gaps risk to distort single market and competitiveness of Europe

 European ecosystem internally coherent, with all MS attaining a minimum level of integration 
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Challenges ahead & recommendations 
on the way forward (2) 

 Public-Private Partnerships 

 Long-term innovation projects in strategic sectors of Europe g p j g p

 Engagement public-private actors in long-term commitments (operational and financial0

 Funding of Innovation

 Need to broaden R&D fund-providing policies towards holistic & systemic innovation policies

 Outcome-oriented research and evaluation of results

 FP7 vs Horizon 2020?

 Fragmentation and overlaps in project funding

 Innovation on welfare systems

Li k d t  i l d liti l t bilit  d i  th i  E Linked to social and political stability and economic growth in Europe

 Reduction of public budget & opportunity for business development

 Business-Academia cooperation

 Protection of Intellectual Property

 Social acceptance of innovation 

 Leveraging European Innovation Policies Externally (inside-ou and outside-in) 7

Conclusions & food for thought 

 Role of industry as innovation leader and key for EU to remain global economic 
leader and maintain its welfare societies

 Enabling framework conditions for innovation (innovation ecosystem) key to 
competitiveness and growth.

 Need highest political endorsement – European decade of innovation 

 Competitiveness and growth is fundamental to address societal challenges, 
specially in health sector – welfare systems depend on it. 

 Regulatory burdens: EU legislation “add-on” effect by regions in healthcare?

 Vertical Coordination between EU – National – Regional Level

 Horizontal Coordination within EU, between and within MS, within and 
between regions

 Social acceptance of innovation in the healthcare system?

Interoperability of 
innovation policies?
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